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Abstract 

Radiative meson decays are a fertile field for chiral perturbation theory. Chiral sym
metry together with gauge invariance yield stringent constraints on radiative decay am
plitudes. In addition to predictiiig decay rates and spectra, the chiral approach allows for 
a unified description of CP violation in radiative K decays. The chiral viewpoint in the re
cent controversy over the magnitude of two-photon exchange in the decay K^ —• 7rüe+c" 
is exposed. The radiative decay r] —* TT°77 is discussed as an intriguing case where the 
leading result of chiral perturbation theory seems to be too small by two orders of mag
nitude in rate. 

To be published in the Proceedings of the Ringberg Workshop on Hadronic Matrix Ele
ments and Weak Decays, Ringberg Castle, Germany, April 1988. Edited by: A.J. Buras, 
J.-M. Gerard and W. Huber. 
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1 Introduction 
There are several good reasons motivating the study of rare meson decays within the 
Standard Model (SM): 

i) High precision experiments, especially for rare K decays bcih at CERN and BNL, 
have already produced first results [1,2]. Eventually, sensitivities in branching ratios 
of 10" 1 0 in general, as low as 10~1 2 in some cases (e.g., Ki —» jr°e+e~), are expected. 

ii) Softly broken chiral symmetry as one of the key features of QCD at low energies 
can be tested. 

üi) Rare K decays may offer new possibilities to elucidate the structure of CP violation 
(amplitude vs. mixing CP violation). 

iv) Traditionally, rare decays have always been a testing ground for new physics. 

Radiative K decays, which will be the main subject of this contribution, involve a 
complicated interplay between the non-leptonic weak, electromagnetic and strong inter
actions. The standard approach via the operator product expansion [3] has not scored too 
well in this area. The general problem of hadronic matrix elements of Wilson operators is 
aggravated here by the presence of the electromagnetic interaction: the matrix elements 
are not only needed to all orders of a„ but in addition to a given power of aem depending 
on the process. This requirement makes a reliable calculation all but impossible with 
presently known techniques. 

An alternative method bypassing these difficulties is provided by chiral perturbation 
theory (CHPT) using the effective chiral Lagrangian directly at the level of pseudoscalar 
mesons. Of course, there is a price to pay. In the process of passing from the fundamental 
to the effective theory information is in principle lost that manifests itself in the presence 
of new coupling constants at each order in the derivative or loop expansion. After all, 
CHPT is a non-renormalizable quantum field theory. 

In practice, one is invited to choose between unknown hadronic matrix elements in 
the standard approach and some a priori free constants in CHPT. The main message of 
this talk, based on joint work with A. Pich and E. de Rafael [4,5,6] and more recently 
also together with J. Gasser [7], is the claim that even though CHPT may always be 
considered to be supplementary [8] to the standard approach it is in fact by far superior 
for the special case of radiative meson decays. 

The determination of the free parameters of CHPT proceeds by using either exper
imental information or additional theoretical input {\/Nc, resonance saturation, etc.). 
The latter procedure increases the predictive power at the risk of trespassing the confines 
of the SM. 

The following general properties of CHPT are worth emphasizing from the outset: 

i) It is a well-defined perturbation expansion without any problem of double-counting. 

ii) The loop expansion is a systematic expansion in powers of momenta and meson 
masses. 
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iii) Softly broken chiral symmetry and electromagnetic gauge in variance are manifest 
at each step. 

Finally, a word of clarification to dispel a frequent misinterpretation of the effective 
chiral Lagrangian: CHPT is not just one of many models that are more or less inspired by 
the SM, but it is in a certain sense the SM itself at the mesonic level. Once the coupling 
constants have been determined experimentally, any discrepancy between CHPT and 
experiment implies at least one of two possible consequences: either the experimental 
information is wrong or there is physics beyond the SM. There are not too many instances 
in low-energy particle physics where such a clear statement can be justified. 

2 Chiral Realization of Non-Leptonic Weak Inter
actions 

The chiral group G — SU(Z)L X SU(Z)R is realized non-linearly on the octet <pa (a = 
1,...,8) of pseudoscalar fields [9]. In terms of the matrix-valued composite field U{<p), 
which transforms linearly under G 

UM £ 9LU{V)91 9L,R 6 SU(3)L,H, (2.1) 

the lowest-dimensional effective chiral Lagrangian is uniquely given by [10] 

f2 

C7 = J— iiiDJUDUJi) + v triMU + WM) (2.2) 
4 

where / ~ /„ = 93 MeV, M = diag(mu, m r f, mt) and the parameter v relates the squares 
of the pseudoscalar meson masses to the quark masses. A convenient parametrization for 
U((p) is U(<p) = exp(i\a<pa/f). The covariant derivative 

DJÜ = %V - icA^Q, U] (2.3) 

accounts for the coupling to electromagnetism with the charge matrix 
< ? = i d i a g ( 2 , - l , - l ) . 

At the same order p* the effective chiral Lagrangian for the AS = 1 non-leptonic 
weak interactions has the form [11] 

£$S=1 = y tr(A 6 . , 7 £ p £") + h.c. {'cA) 

with a covariant V-A current £ p = ipUD^W and an octet coupling |G 8 | - 9•10~ f l 

GeV"2 from r(A" —• 2K). Octet enhancement embodied in (2.4) is not a prediction, but 
an assumption to be tested by its consequences. 

For realistic amplitudes, especially for radiative decays as will soon become apparent, 
it is mandatory to go beyond the tree level Lagrangians (2.2) and (2.4). At the one-loop 
level corresponding to 0(p4) new pieces must be added to the effective Lagrangians. For 
our present purpose only the following terms will be relevant where F^ = #„/4„ - #„i4M 

is the electromagnetic field strength: 
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i) A strong (+ electromagnetic) Lagrangian [10] 

£ 4 = -itLsF^lTiQDflDM' + QDJJ<DVV) + e 'LwFT^trCQt /Ql ' i ) ; (2-5) 

ii) the anomaly [12] 

C?ZW = £jc^F~F"(*° + -1) + 0( V , V5); (2.«) 

iii) a non-leptonic weak (+ electromagnetic) Lagrangian [4,6] 

-JeGt> 
2 / 

A A 5 = 1 = - ^ F " " { U , 1 t r ( ( ? A ( J . l 7 r ^ ) + t i ; 2 t r ( g £ > < A 6 _ l 7 £ 1 , ) } + 

+ l L ^ ! t i , , F ' " ' F M V t r ( A 6 _ , 7 g ( / g ^ ) + A.c. 
(2.7) 

Of the new coupling parameters appearing in (2.5) and (2.7), L9 and Lxo were already 
determined earlier [10] while u>i, u>2 and u>« are free constants for the time being. To 
arrive at the non-leptonic Lagrangian (2.7) a discrete symmetry [13] of the AS = 1 
Lagrangian at the quark level called CPS war implemented at the effective mesonic level. 
Note, however, that CP itself is not assumed to be conserved. 

Some remarks may be useful for the interpretation of the coupling constants of the 
effective chiral Lagrangian: 

i) Those constants can be seen as remnants of the fundamental theory after quarks 
and gluons have been integrated out. 

ii) In general, they will have both short- and long-distance parts. Although the strong 
constants L\,..., Li0 have recently been shown to be completely saturated by the 
low-lying meson resonances [14], the situation is more complicated for the weak 
parameters w\, wiy W+. 

iii) All the parameters L 9 , L\Q, W\, u»j and wt depend on an arbitrary renormalization 
scale p for the renormalized quantities after cancellation of the one-loop divergences 
due to the 0{jp2) Lagrangian £ 2 + CfSsl. The natural order of magnitude for the 
renormalized coupling constants is 0 ( 1 / ( 4 T ) 2 ) . 

3 Radiative K Decays 
Rare K decays are ideally suited for CHPT because all hadrons involved are pseudoscalar 
mesons and because the natural expansion parameter is relatively small: 

__2L^J£- = 0 .18. (3.1) 

Many radiative K decays are sensitive to the non-trivial quantum field theory aspects of 
CHPT in view of the following 
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Theorem [6]: The amplitude for any K decay into at most one pion, but any number 
of charged leptons and photons, vanishes to lowest order CHPT. 

The reason for this general theorem is a clash between the requirements of electro
magnetic gauge invariance for the momentum structure of the amplitude and the powers 
of momenta that the lowest order chiral Lagrangian can provide. It is therefore natural 
to classify the corresponding decay amplitudes in three categories: 

i) The symmetries of the theory do not permit contributions from the counterterm 
Lagrangians (2.5) and (2.7). Consequently, the one-loop amplitudes must be finite. 

ii) The loop amplitudes are finite, but there is in addition a scale-independent coun
terterm amplitude. 

iii) The loop amplitudes diverge which implies the existence of a scale-dependent 
counterterm amplitude. 

3.1 K° - (*°)77 

In the limit of CP invariance both Ks —» 27 and Ki - » ^ 7 7 are unambiguously de
termined by the one-loop amplitudes because counterterms cannot contribute. A straight
forward calculation yields [15] 

r (^2,) = a i »- r '>V(4) l ' ,3-2) 

leading to the prediction B(Ks —* 27) = 2.0 • I0" 6 in impressive agreement with [1] 
B{KS -* 27) | e r p = (2.4 ± 1.2) • 10 - 6 . The same one-loop faction F{x) appearing in (3.2) 
also governs [5,32] the spectrum 

rr = mw/MKt z = m2JM7

K [0 < z < (1 - r„) 2 = 0.52] 

. A(a,6,c) = a 2 + & 2 - | -c 2 -2(a6+6c+ca) 

for the decay Ki —• ir°ff with a very characteristic shape shown in Fig. 1. The integrated 
rate amounts to B{Ki —» T 0 7 7 ) = 6.8-10 -7 or, as an essentially parameter free prediction, 

r(*L-*°rr) _ , 3 1 0-4 ( 3 4 ) 

The decay Ki —• ff°77 has not been observed so far, but will certainly be measured in the 
near future [2,16]. While (3.4) will mainly test the assumption that octet enhancement 
is a property of QCD, the spectrum (3.3) is a non-trivial test for the chiral structure of 
mesonic vertices dictated by QCD. 
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Whereas K$ —» yi^l' is again predicted in terms of an unambiguous one-loop am
plitude [6], the decays Ki —» 27, Ki —* ft* l~ and Ks —* *°"n proceed via the anomaly 
(2.6) supplemented by a weak transition. The amplitude for Ki -* 27 vanishes even to 
0(pA) due to the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass relation, but no complete calculation exists to 
0(p 6). In contrast, the amplitude for Ks —* *"°77 is non-zero to 0(p*) and the decay 
spectrum (away from the pion pole in m^J is in principle again a test for the chiral 
structure [5]. 

3.2 tf+ -»r+77 

Three sources contribute to this process [6]: a finite loop amplitude, an anomalous 
contribution and a scale-independent counterterm amplitude. The spectrum can be writ
ten 

anomaly 

M*) = ^[(rl - 1 - z)F(z/rl) + (1 - » - r\)F{z) + cz) 

c = 32*2[4(L9 + Lw) - -(u>, + 2w2 + 2w4)J 

in the notation of (3.3) suppressing the explicit form [6] of the anomalous term C[z). 
The total rate and the spectrum depend on the compound counterterm c. The spectrum 
(3.5) is again very characteristic and yields a lower bound 

B{K+ -» x +77) > 4 • 1(T7 (3.6) 

making its experimental detection imminent [2]. From what we know [10] experimen
tally aboui Ls + Lio and from the generic magnitude of one-loop coupling constants 
the quantity c is expected to be 0(1). Consequently, it would be very difficult to 
understand a branching ratio close [17] to the present experimental upper limit [18] 
B{K+ -» r + 7 7 ) < 8 • 10 - 6 , but the decisive test for CHPT and thus for the SM will be 
the correlation between the integrated rate and the spectrum given in (3.5). 

3.3 K -* xt+l-

With CP conserved, one-photon exchange contributes to A'+ —• n+l+t~ and Ks —• 
*°t+l-, but not to KL -» *°l+t-. If K+ -> x + 7* would proceed in lowest order CHPT 
we would expect 

T(K+ -+ T+e+Q e*ßgML, _ 5 2 

T(K* -* ***«) a {~MT) = 1 0 '9NL ( 3 ' 7 ) 

with a uon-leptonic enhancement factor gm compared to the experimental value [19] 
(5.6 ± 1.1) • 10~a. In the standard approach, rather delicate cancellations [20] between 
different hadronic matrix elements of order atm must therefore occur to compensate tin; 
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non-leptonic enhancement factor in (3.7). With due respect to those who have tried, the 
transitions K —• »7* are not really calculable in the standard framework at present. 

CHPT has a very simple answer for this problem due to the theorem discussed at the 
beginning of this section. The amplitudes for K —» »7" vanish to lowest order so that a 
more realistic estimate is 

T{K+ -> x+e+e-) ") _ MK ,e7fJ9NL^ _ ,e79NL\2 _ o A 1 f t -7 j /o ox 

keeping in mind the loop expansion parameter A/£ / (4T/ , ) 2 . Even without performing [4] 
the actual loop calculations, which depend on the countertcrm constants L9, u>j and u^, 
a comparison between the estimate (3.8) and the experimental value clearly shows that 
CHPT can account successfully for the transitions K —» Tcf-

4 CP Violation in Radiative K Decays 
After the recent experimental confirmation [21] of CP violation in the decay amplitudes 
for KL —* 2* it has become even more interesting to look for processes that are sensitive 
to intrinsic or direct CP violation in the amplitudes compared to the well-established CP 
violation in K°-K° mixing. 

4.1 Charge Asymmetries 

Charge asymmetries in charged K decays are a direct measure of intrinsic CP viola
tion. They are due to the interference between absorptive parts and complex counterterm 
amplitudes. For the charge asymmetry in K* -» **77 decays one finds [6] 

r{K+-+w>n)-r(K'-*-ri)*' 

= lmt.\2^Mk ß'r')\zX^\tz^){rl-\-z)z\mF(z/rl) = lmc\.5lO-23GeW 

(4.1) 
and a similar calculation yields 

T{K+ - • T*e +e-) - r ( / T -»if~t+t~) = lmw+ • 1.6 • 10~2 5 GeV (4.2) 

w+ Ä —r—(tüi + 2u>2 - 12L 9 ) . 
o 

To get an idea of the magnitudes involved we recall that in the SM CP violating phases 
are generated at short distances. Without electromagnetism, CP violation in the SM 
translates into a phase1 for the octet coupling G$- Turning on the electromagnetic inter
actions generates a new source of CP violation at the quark level via the electromagnetic 

'Interference with the complex 27-plet coupling constant Grr, which I do not consider here, generates 
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penguin operators [22]. From the transformation properties of the various terms in Cfs~x 

given in (2.7) one can already guess that the electromagnetic penguin operators must con
tribute to the coupling constant u^. To leading order in 1/Nc, there is in fact a direct 
correspondence 

«V(1 - l*)dJ?m — - KUPWUrF., (4.3) 
between operators at the fundamental and effective levels. In the effective action, the 
right-hand side of (4.3) is equivalent [6] to 

F~H(Q)^CM (4.4) 

and thus electromagnetic penguins contribute only to wt in first approximation. Since 
the strong coupling constants Z*, Ll0 ar«! of course, real we obtain from a comparison 
between c in (3.5) and w+ in (4.2) 

32x2 

Imc = 2Imu>+ = — Imu>i (4.5) 
o 

implying 
Hir»-«»77)-r( j r ->«-TT) 

r(tf+ - T+e+e-) - T(K- - ir-e+e") _ " ( ' 
If we estimate [6] |Im W\\ from the lowest order penguin diagram [22] we fir.J in addition 

|r(Jjf+ -» T + 7 7 ) - r(Jf- -» ir-TTr)! < 1 0 -3 .. 7x 
r(#+ - T+77) + r ( # - - i r - 7 7 ) - v ' 

requiring a sensitivity of 0(1O~10) to be experimentally detected. While such a sensitivity 
may be feasible [2], the ratio (4.6) shows that the situation is much worse for the decays 
K* -* ^e+e - . 

4.2. KL^%°c+e-

As already mentioned in Sect. 3.3, the one-photon exchange amplitude for KL —> 
T°e+e~ is purely CP violating. As recently emphasized by Donoghue, Holstein and Va
lencia [23], one may even expect a rather big contribution due to intrinsic CP violation. 
Within the framework of CHPT, the intrinsic CP violation in this decay is again related 
to Im W\ and thus to'the charge asymmetries of the previous subsection. With the pre
vious estimate for Im W\ we have confirmed [6] that the direct CP violating amplitude 
may be comparable or even bigger than the amplitude due to CP violation in mixing. 
The experimental problem is, unfortunately, one of rate: one-photon exchange gives rise 
to a branching ratio B{KL -+ rae+e~) between [6,23] 10"12 and 10"". 

Such a small rate raises the legitimate question about the size of the CP conserving 
two-photon exchange. It turns out that to lowest non-trivial order in CHPT (cf. Sect. 
3.1) for K% - • * V 7 ' 

lim A(K° -> * ° 7 V - T°e+e") = 0, (4.8) 
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thereby strongly suppressing the two-photon exchange amplitude. Although (4.8) is no 
longer true from the two-loop level on, we have estimated [6] a typical 0(p6) counterterm 
contribution (corresponding to a two-loop diagram) to yield a branching ratio B(K$ -* 
T°7*7* -* *°«+e~) at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding ratio 
due to one-photon exchange. 

This estimate has been challenged in two recent papers [24,25] ou the basis of a vector 
meson exchange mechanism shown in Fig. 2 which goes back to an analogous diagram 
for [26] i/ -• ir07"7* —• ir0e+e~. With phenomenological couplings of the form 

e^F^PVP (4.9) 

for the VPy vertices the authors of Refs. 24, 25 conclude that the VMD mechanism 
of Fig. 2 is at least as and probably more important than the CP violating part. This 
would give rise to large interference effects [24] such as a pronounced e+-e~ asymmetry. 
Moreover, the same mechanism in Fig. 2 would imply a branching ratio for the decay 
Ki —» T°77 itself somewhat bigger than the CHPT result discussed in Sect. 3.1. 

These results seem to cast serious doubts on the reliability of CHPT whenever vector 
meson exchange is relevant. This has prompted us [14] to perform a systematic inves
tigation not only of the role of vector mesons, but of all low-lying meson resonances in 
CHPT. In contrast to the commonly used "gauge" scenario for the spin-1 mesons [27] 
we treat all resonances on the same footing: they all carry non-linear realizations of chi
ral SU(3) depending only on their transformation properties under SU(3)V. Moreover, 
we have found it advantageous to describe the spin-1 degrees of freedom in terms of 
antisymmetric tensor fields instead of the more familiar vector fields. 

The results of our analysis [14] are very simple to interpret: there is a complete 
duality between QCD on the one hand and the effective chiral Lagrangian coupled to 
meson resonances on the other hand at leas>t to 0{p*). More precisely, the strong p* 
Lagrangian [10] with coupling constants L\,.. -,Li0 is entirely dominated by resonance 
exchange. Moreover, whenever vector (and axial-vector) mesons contribute they account 
for the bulk of the respective coupling constants. 

With this new perception of the role of resonances in CHPT we can now take a 
second "chiral" look at the problem of V exchange for KL —* *°77- In the formulation 
with antisymmetric tensor fields the VP^ couplings (4.9) would take the form 

e ^ r V ? . (4.10) 

V exchange on the basis of (4.10) would contribute a local amplitude of 0(p*) to Ki -* 
ir°77. But we know from Sect. 3.1 that chiral symmetry does not permit a corresponding 
term in the Lagrangian (2.7). Thus, the interaction (4.10) is not chiral invariant which 
can, of course, also be seen in a more direct way. 

The lowest order VPf couplings allowed by all symmetries are 0(p4) compared to 
Oijfi1) in (4.10). Hence, there is a definite chira] suppression in the VMD diagram of Fig. 2. 
Preliminary results [28] suggest a reduction of the Sehgal-Morozumi-Iwasaki amplitude in 
line with our previous estimate [6]. To the same order, there is actually a related diagram 
where the vector meson in Fig. 2 is replaced by two pseudoscalar mesons. The relevant 
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P ^ couplings are uniquely given by the WZW anomaly (2.6). Once again, there is no 
evidence [28] for any significant enhancement. 

4.3 KL -* r°n+fi-

In contrast to the previous case for electrons, there is now a sizable CP conserving two-
photon exchange amplitude already at the one-loop level for K° —> ir07*7\ Interference 
with the CP violating amplitude gives rise, e.g., to a large transverse muon polarization 
[6]. The magnitude of intrinsic CP violation is again governed by Im wx. 

5 Radiative Eta Decay 
The discussion of Sect. 4.2 raises an interesting question: how does CHPT account for 
the decay TJ -* x°77 which has been observed experimentally [29]? 

In the terminology of Sect. 3, it is a decay of the first category: the p 4 Lagrangian [10] 
with coupling constants Li , . . . , Z«io does not contribute and hence the one-loop amplitude 
must be finite. The amplitude receives contributions from charged pion and kaon loops. 
The pion-loop amplitude is proportional to mu-mj because of isospin while the kaon-loop 
amplitude is isospin allowed but its contribution to radiative decays is usually rather 
small [5,6]. 

In any case, the one-loop amplitude for T) -* n°Tf can be calculated [7] unambiguously 
in CHPT yielding a rate 

rfo - T°77)U-/OOP = 0.35 • 10"2eV (5.1) 

compared to the experimental value [29] 

r(7 -» T°77)lex, = (0.82 ±0.17) eV. (5.2) 

Thus, the lowest order result of CHPT seems to be a factor 230 too small in rate! Taking 
the experimental result at face value, this is indeed an unusual situation [30] for CHPT. 

We have therefore decided to perform [7] a complete two-loop calculation for r; —• x°77 
in CHPT. While this calculation is not yet in its final stage we can estimate a resonance 
contribution that arises at the same order p 6 as the two-loop amplitude3. The diagram 
is shown in Fig. 3 and involves the scalar resonance £(980) = ao(980). With the correct 
chiral couplings [14] for a scalar resonance and with experimental input [31] for T(6 —» 27) 
the diagram in Fig. 3 yields [7] 

r„-.A7)l„1o-'eV.I|^).a^), 
again much smaller than the experimental value (5.2). 

30f couroe, there can be no resonance contribution« at 0(p4) since the p4 Lagrangian does not 
contribute at all to t) -» w°iy. 
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In the antisymmetric tensor formulation for vector mesons the original VMD mech
anism [26] for rf -* X°JI contained in Fig. 2 is 0[jP). At the same order there is the 
double-anomaly diagram already mentioned in Sect. 4.2 where the vector meson in Fig. 2 
is replaced by two pseudoscalar mesons. Although there is certainly a chiral suppression 
at work compared to the original model of Cheng [26], a final conclusion will have to wait 
for the complete calculation [7] including both orders p6 and p*. 

Meanwhile, let me emphasize the strong theoretical interest in having the rate (5.2) 
confirmed or corrected by independent experiments. 

6 Conclusions 
CHPT is an excellent and instructive example of a non-renormalizable quantum field 
theory that allows for rather precise predictions even beycr.d tree level. Radiative meson 
decays are especially interesting in this respect. The manifest chiral symmetry and elec
tromagnetic gauge invariance guaranteed by CHPT imply strong constraints on radiative 
decay amplitudes. In particular, for radiative K decays (real or virtual photons) with 
at most one pion in the final state those constraints even forbid a transition to lowest 
order. Such transitions therefore constitute direct tests for the genuine quantum field 
theory aspects of CHPT. Since the loop expansion in CHPT amounts to an expansion in 
momenta and meson masses pseudoscalar meson decays with their limited phase space 
are an almost ia?al area for application. 

The following topics were discussed in this talk: 

i) In favourable cases such as Ks —» 2j and Ki —* *°77 rates can unambiguously be 
calculated at the one-loop level. Whenever experimental information on radiative 
K decays is available, it either confirms CHPT {Ks —* 27) or at least agrees 
with the natural order of magnitude (K+ —* r*e+e~) when counterterm coupling 
constants in the amplitudes preclude a definite answe. for the moment. Many more 
experimental results are forthcoming. 

ii) For 3-body decays spectra can either be predicted directly or in terms of integrated 
rates. Even more than the rates, the decay distributions test the chira! structure of 
mesonic vertices dictated by QCD. 

iii) CHPT lends itself to a unified description of CP violation in radiative K decays. In 
particular, the charge asymmetries for Ä"* -• *'±77 and K* -» x*e +e" as well as 
the intrinsic CP violation in Ki —» x°e+e" and in the transverse muon polarization 
predicted for Ki -* x°fi+fi~ can all be related to one and the same parameter in 
the effective AS = 1 Lagrangian of 0{p4). 

iv) Some controveit-y has arisen over the relevance of the CP conserving two-photon 
exchange for KL —• T°C +C". The original estimate suggested by CHPT has beer» 
questioned on the basis of a vector meson exchange mechanism [24,25]. Although 
the issue is not completely settled at the time of writing, the chiral disciple may 
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confide in a recent unified treatment of meson resonances [14] it. CHPT that sug
gests a substantial chiral suppression of the proposed mechanism. However, there 
is definitely still some theoretical and above all experimental work to be done for 
this decay mode. 

v) A very interesting problem for CKPT is provided by the radiative decay ?/ —» x°77 
where the leading one-loop amplitude gives rise to a decay rate which is low by 
a factor 230 compared to the published experimental value obtained in a single 
experiment so far. Once again, a lot remains to be done to clarify the situation. 

However, I hope it has become clear by now that it takes more than 1/ —» T°77 to 
shake our faith in CHPT. After all, the basis of CHPT is nothing but the SM. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1: Normalized distribution [5] (3.3) for Ki -+ *°77 (full curve) and phase space 

(dashed curve). 

Fig. 2: VMD mechanism [24,25] for K% -» j0f'Y — irVe". The weak transition is 
denoted by a box. 

Fig. 3: 5(980) exchange diagram for rj —» tQ^. 
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